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The present is theirs; the future, for which 
I really worked, is mine. – Nikola Tesla
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TeslaTech, LLC reserves the right to make changes to this schedule without notice.

Wednesday · Aug 8
Session 1 (Evening)  •  An ExtraOrdinary Revelation
5:00PM: Robert Golka - Project Tesla ...and Beyond
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social
Thursday · Aug 9
Session 2 (Morning) •  ExtraOrdinary Health Devices
8:00AM: Wil Spencer  - CyberScan: Future of Vibrational Medicine
9:30AM:  Dr Kathleen Rosenblatt - Healing the Human Electromagnetic Body 
11:00AM: George Wiseman - Using Brown’s Gas to Fight Disease!
Session 3 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Plasma Technology
1:00PM: Dr Kiril Chukanov  - Ball Lightning – Low Energy Nuclear Reaction
2:30PM: Moray King - Water Vortex: Key to New Energy
4:00PM: Walt Jenkins -  The H2G Black Box WILL Change The World!!! 
Session 4 (Evening) 
7:00PM:  Jere Rivera-Dugenio, PhD - Scalar Crystalline Therapy Reverses Disease 
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social 
Friday · Aug 10  
Session 5 (Morning) •  ExtraOrdinary Health Concepts
8:00AM:  Dr. Kathy J. Forti -  Trinfinity8: Mathematical Algorithms Used For Healing
9:30AM:  Teresa Helgeson -  Plant Music Therapy and it’s Effects on Body, Mind & Spirit
11:00AM: Robert M. Haralick -  Measuring Magnetically Treated Water 
Session 6 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Electrostatic Technology
1:00PM: Dr. Thorsten Ludwig - Harnessing Zero Point Energy
2:30PM: Russel Anderson - Electrostatics: Advanced Tech For Land, Sea, & Aerospace
4:00PM: Larry  Deavenport - Townsend Brown’s Turbofan Electrostatic Generator
Session 7 (Evening) 
7:00PM: Brian David Andersen - NOA Inflammation Detection & Release 
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social 
Saturday · Aug 11
Session 8 (Morning)  •  Tesla’s ExtraOrdinary Concepts... 
8:00AM:  Donald Reed - Scalar Electrodynamics: Patents, Experiments, and Research
9:30AM:  Suzanne Price - NanoCrystal Electricity Technology
11:00AM: Mike Gamble - Nikola Tesla’s Electric Car Power Supply - 2018
Session 9 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Quantum Technology
1:00PM: Vendors - Vendor Showcase 
2:30PM: Glen Rein, PhD - Quantum Information Storage In Water
4:00PM: William Alek BSEE - Quantum Tunneling in Electric Circuits
Session 10 (Evening) 
7:00PM:  Thomas Valone PhD -  Manelas Device...Vacuum Energy via Nanotechnology
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social  

Sunday · Aug 12
Session 11 (Morning)  • ExtraOrdinary Physics Concepts
8:00AM: James Sorenson - The Kaal Structured Atom Model
9:30AM: Avery Hopkins - Metallic Alchemy & the Oil of Gold
11:00AM: Karen Elkins -  The Law of the Triangles...

Pre Conference Workshop
Wednesday Afternoon

Aug 8 -- 1PM
High Voltage Power Supplies

Larry  Deavenport 

DVDs Will Be 
Available After 

Conference!

2018 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
–––––––––  Crowne Plaza •  Albuquerque, NM •  August 8 - 12, 2018  ––––––––– 
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 Conference Lodging Facilities

Hotel Amenities
Special hotel amenities for 
  conference attendees include:
- Free Breakfast 
- Complimentary Drink 
- Free high speed internet 
- Clean, fresh, modern rooms
- Complimentary Self-Parking
- On-Site Fitness Center
- Free local calls
- Variety of retaurants 

Be sure to request our special 
2018 TeslaTech  

ExtraOrdinary Technology 
Conference rates! 

$7400 per night!!*
* $79 for 2 people

Hotel Reservations: 
(505) 884-2500
Use Code: TTE 

Conference 
Evening Social

Wed/Thu/Fri/Sat  
~8:30PM 

Meet  the Speakers   
... and New Friends!

Every night provides an opportunity to meet 
the speakers and other  attendees in a relaxed 
social setting. Its a great opportunity to make 
new friends that share your interests.  We 
even provide some refreshments!1901 University Boulevard NE  

Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 884-2500

Special rate expires June 30!!!

Wednesday Workshop • August 8 • HV Power Supply Technology 

Crowne Plaza Albuquerque

Limited space...  
   Please register by June 30!
Limited space...  
   Please register by June 30!

One of the most important part of electrogravit-
ics and ion lifter technology lies in construction 
of the high voltage power supplies that power 
them. You must have a high enough voltage 
along with the correct timing discharge through 
asymmetric capacitors for them to work cor-
rectly. First you must use a transformer that is 
powerful enough to deliver an electrical charge 
through your high voltage system. 
One of the most important things is in the selec-
tion of a capacitor. It must have a high enough 

voltage rating to exceed the input voltage from 
the primary power supply going into the input 
side of the transformer. The capacitor must also 
have a high microfarad storage rating for it to 
supply   enough voltage through the high volt-
age Cockcroft-Walton multiplier circuit. The 
output should be a minimum of 38 Kilovolts for 
T. T. Brown electrokinetic type devices.  The 
higher voltages of 50 to 120 kilovolts is pre-
ferred for his asymmetric type capacitors. On 
ion lifters the voltage can be less about 35 to 
40KV but again the capacitor must have enough 
capacity in microfarads to supply power for the 
lifter. The pulse rate should be about 30 to 38 
kilo cycles per second from your oscillator, to 
power these type devices.                              
This workshop is geared for the hands-on re-
searcher in search for practical construction ad-
vice. Larry Deavenport will cover the construc-
tion of asymmetric capacitors for Townsend 
Brown’s electrokinetic apparatus. He will cover 
a brief overview of the type of ion type craft that 
have come to light, since year 2000. He will fin-
ish this work shop with a question and answer 
session. He will show you where you can order 
parts or purchase power supplies preassembled 
for those that like to experiment with gravitics.                              

Larry Deavenport 

Extremely High Voltage 
Power Supplies

For Ion Engines, Lifters 
       and other Electrogravitic Devices                                                               

Rewards 
Club

Sleep 
Advantage® 

Program
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Robert Golka 

Project Tesla 
    ... & Beyond

Robert Golka is researching an approach to existing 
technology that could produce radiation-free fusion 
power plants in the near future. For many years we 
have looked for a way of holding very hot gases 
without the use of magnetic fields. In 1968, Project 
Tesla began looking into the research of Nikola Te-
sla, who, in 1899, was experimenting with a global 
power system. During his experiments he was re-
peatedly producing small fireballs that persisted for 
many seconds after his coil (which at that time was 
generating 12-million volts) was turned off. 
Project Tesla, at Wendover Air Force Base, while 
testing new design aircraft skins for lightning 
hardening, built the world’s largest Tesla coil and 
attempted replication of Tesla’s work. Later re-
search focused on  high current experiments using 
submarine batteries for ball lightning research! 

Searching for Answers
To Our Energy Needs!

The Manelas device, invented  by Arthur Manelas 
gained prominence after being utilized in a refur-
bished electric car to recharge batteries. At the 
core of the device was an enigmatic Black Box 
containing nanograined SrFe12O19 which serves 
as an oscillating power source.  The car has been 
operating for a couple of years and exhibiting 
overunity behavior that caught the attention of 
mainstream scientist Brian Ahern, PhD.
Since learning of the Manelas device, Dr. Ahern 
applied his theories of nano-magnetism and energy 
localization. Ferromagnetism may be a collective 
behavior. Perhaps  nanograins impose collective 
action of the nuclei to vibrate cooperatively which 
results in the production of  clean electrical energy.  
Experiments are ongoing to fully understand the 
nature of this device. However, as is the case 
with any breakthrough technology, experiments 
outpace theoretical understanding!

Thomas Valone PhD

Manelas 
Device

Conference Evening Sessions ...

Nano Oxygen 
Accelerator

A low voltage frequency pulsing through a cop-
per wire coiled around metal oxides spread on a 
three-inch diameter cardboard tube is revolution-
izing health care. This “open” Tesla coil carrying 
a wide array of weak frequencies separates the 
oxygen ions from the metals. The patented con-
figuration is a key feature of the device called 
the Nano Oxygen Accelerator (NOA) that both 
detects and releases the large oxygen molecules 
involved with the condition known as inflam-
mation. NOA also has the ability to balance and 
stimulate the biological processes in human and 
animal intestines and colons.
This presentaion demonstrates techniques to de-
tect both hidden and overt inflammation in the 
body with the revolutionary use of two “open” 
Tesla coils. Tesla probably never envisioned the 
benefits of an “open” Tesla coil yet his basic dis-
covery delivers a new level of benefits.

Thursday  Aug 9 -7PM

If cellular aging/disease is electromagnetically in-
duced, can it be reversed or healed via morphoge-
netic scalar plasma energy? If one can time-reverse 
the exact information signature initiating the effect, 
and expose the aged or diseased cells with the cor-
rect information pattern, it is possible that the cell 
could reverse back to its normal, healthy cell. 
The USSR’s Kaznacheyev experiments proved 
cellular death/disease patterns can be induced by 
a specific EM pattern carried on a signal, if cells 
are bombarded with the pattern-carrying signals. 
Unpublished work shows EM reversal of cellular 
death/disease conditions by irradiating the diseased 
cultures by phase conjugate replica signals. My 
experiments go beyond Kaznacheyev and prove 
that aged, diseased cells and states can be reversed 
via scalar plasma crystalline technology.

Jere Rivera-Dugenio PhD

Scalar Plasma 
Crystalline 

Technology to 
Reverse Disease

 NOA Inflammation 
Detection & Release 

Brian David Andersen

Vacuum Energy via 
Nanotechnology

Saturday Aug 11 - 7PM

WednesdayWednesday  Aug 8 -5PM

FrFriday  Aug 10 -7PM
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Thursday  Aug 9• Session 2 (Morn) • EM Health Technology 

Pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) therapy has 
been used to treat almost every human illness or 
malady, including many inflammatory diseases 
such as arthritis or psoriasis.  It consists of a pain-
less pulsing action most commonly been used in 
healing soft-tissue wounds and suppressing in-
flammatory responses at the cell membrane level 
to alleviate pain and increase range of motion in 
muscles and joints.  

Dr Kathleen Rosenblatt 

Healing 
the Human 

EM Body 

PEMF therapy up-regulates the body’s functions 
and optimizes the body’s ability to heal itself. 
Each magnetic pulse induces a tiny electrical 
signal that stimulates cellular repair. It improves 
the permeability of the cell to take in nutrients 
and expel toxins by clearing up the cell mem-
brane---the brain of the cell.  This outer layer gets 
clogged with sugars and proteins and becomes 
‘’carmelized.’’  The stimulator clears the pores 
of the membrane and reactivates or rejuvenates 
the cell. 
PEMF therapy improves the trans-membrane 
potential of cancerous cells, helping them to ac-
tivate aerobic metabolism (oxygen), which also 
reduces inflammation, improves blood flow, and 
enhances immune function--three actions critical 
for eradicating cancer!

CyberScan  

In today’s complex industrial world we have 
severe malnutrition, an extremely toxic environ-
ment contaminated by petrol chemicals, pesti-
cides, pharmaceutical drug residue, genetically 
modified organisms and proteins (GMOs) and 
un-natural living conditions. Wil’s vision is to 
restore our home, our planet and our lives to a 
workable and balanced state of health.

With the use of new, German made, modified 
Tesla Coil technology we are now able to see 
human bodies, animal bodies, soil, water and 
more with a view into the frequency or energetic 
realm, which exists all around us, like water to a 
fish. Gaining this new view of life is paramount 
to the advantages of helping the body survive in 
our current environmental state of disarray.
Advances in technology incorporating this tech-
nology, has made it possible for computers to 
communicate directly with the body to determine 
the various stressors affecting it. These comput-
ers also have the ability to create individualized 
protocols to help the body heal and thrive. Feed-
ing the body appropriately increases the body’s 
Life Force, brings its chelation system back on-
line and repair/enhance its electrical system!

Future of 
Vibrational 

Medicine
Wil Spencer, VMScP, DPSc

Using 
Brown’s 

Gas
to Fight

Diseases!
Thousands of people are now healing most dis-
eases simply, inexpensively and at home.  Mod-
ern medicine is good at THREE things;  Diag-
nosis, Surgery and Mitigating Symptoms of 
disease.  Modern medicine rarely CURES dis-
ease.  Cures are not profitable.  By mitigating 
symptoms the patient feels better while the dis-
ease often remains. The MOST any Doctor (or 

anyone) can do is give the body what it needs to 
heal… The body ALWAYS heals ITSELF!
We are ~ 62% hydrogen by atomic VOLUME, 
so hydrogen is, without question our most im-
portant NUTRIENT. Modern medicine is only 
now (in the last 5 years) starting to realize the 
importance of hydrogen, with hundreds of sci-
entific studies that show AMAZING healing 
with ZERO negative side effects.  
Almost everyone is chronically dehydrated; 
even if they drink lots of water (that’ll be ex-
plained).  Most diseases are either caused by 
and/or exacerbated by dehydration (as in lack 
of hydrogen).  When dehydrated, the body shuts 
down it’s regeneration system (so you scar and 
age).  If dehydration is chronic, the body shuts 
down it’s immune system (so you get sick).

George Wiseman
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Overview of years of research regarding energy 
anomalies from abrupt electrical discharges in 
water, mist and fog suggest surprisingly easy 
technology for new energy: Mimic a thunderclap 
in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine. 
The plasma from the electrical discharge sur-
rounds each microscopic water droplet, which 
pinches from electrostriction into a torus to guide 
the plasma into a vortex ring or “plasmoid.” Ken 
Shoulders’ lifetime research demonstrated en-

Ball 
    Lightning... 

Low Energy 
Nuclear 

Reaction 
Ball lightning is a quantum object that possesses 
unusual properties which can be used in free en-
ergy generation, electronics, communications, 
propulsion, military, biology. Ball lightning is a 
giant macro-atom composed by 2-D positively 
charged nucleus and electron shell/cloud around 
it. Ball lightning possesses three basic quantum 
properties: constant quantum temperature of its 
nucleus, nucleus - black hole (no space beneath 
its closed 2-D surface), quantum electrons form-
ing 2-D shells around its nucleus. All of these 
unusual quantum properties can be used in 
practice. The science of ball lightning and tech-
nologies based on its quantum properties will 
change our universal paradigm and impact our 
everyday life.
Some scientists interested in this unusual natu-
ral phenomenon consider ball lightning as stable 
plasma formation – plasmoid – which obey all 
known physical laws. However, ball lightning is 
not a plasma formation! It is a quantum object... 
one, unique, without internal 3-D composition 
and structure, obeying only quantum limitations, 
ignoring/violating in some special conditions 
some universal physical laws! 

Walt Jenkins

Water 
Vortex 

Key to New 
Energy

ergy anomalies from such forms which include 
propulsive self-acceleration like an Alcubierre 
warp drive. An abrupt capacitive discharge 
through a wide plasma spark plug yields thou-
sands of these entities per down stroke, which 
manifests a huge excess force on the piston.
HHO researchers unwittingly created these mi-
croscopic forms in electrolyzers as nanobubbles, 
which are surprisingly stable. Nanobubbles form 
on electrolysis plates, but typically grow into 
unstable microbubbles, which burst to yield 
molecular hydrogen. However, if the electrode 
surface is conditioned to form microchannels 
during a gradual buildup of residue (salt or elec-
trolyte), nanobubbles of hydrogen detach before 
they grow too large. Stable nanobubbles are the 
important component of the gas, for they are the 
basis for abundant micros plasmoid formation.

Research into lightning storms and how water 
molecules behave in charged fields led H2G to 
discover a new process of clean energy that can 
benefit the world. This new H2G technology 
has nothing to do with inefficient electrolysis 
devices, widely hyped on the internet. It does 
not extract hydrogen or oxygen from water, or 
use high, 20-80 amps, of power  just to gain a 
few miles from a gallon of gas. The H2G wa-
ter to fuel process has nothing in common with 
centuries old electrolysis. The new H2G process 
uses less than 180 milliamps of input power. It 
runs an engine 97% on water and will soon offer 
100% clean water-fuel.
The H2G black box technology extracts energy 
from water. It works on a molecular level, similar 
to lightning exploding inside thunder clouds. It is 
so efficient, it can use a small 9 volt radio battery 
to convert water into a clean burning fuel. This 
breakthrough technology developed at H2G, of-
fers the least expensive and cleanest source of 
energy on the planet. It converts water to fuel in 
real time, on demand, as needed. Here today!... 
it can provide clean fuel for any engine that cur-
rently uses hydrocarbon based fuels. 

Moray KIng

The H2G 
Black Box 
WILL Change 
The World!!!

Thursday  Aug 9• Session 3 (Aft) • ExtraOrdinary Plasma Technology

Dr Kiril Chukanov
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Friday  Aug 10• Session 5 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Health Concepts

Plant Music 
Therapy 

This single case study explores the impact plant 
music therapy has on a human. Music of the 
plant’s device is a biofeedback system that mea-
sures the electrical resistance of vegetable tissue 
and translates the signals into sound via a MIDI 
synthesizer. The device allows the plant that is 
connected to it to control the MIDI synthesizer 
sound. The plant played music for 55 minutes 
while the subject reclined in a zero gravity chair 

and listened to the music the plant played once a 
week for twelve weeks. A Dark field microscope 
was used for live blood tests before and after the 
sessions during the study. To measure emotional 
effects the subject documented their feelings be-
fore and after the sessions. A journal was kept 
throughout the study to notate additional effects.  
Amazingly, the amount of Rouleau went from 
Extremely Severe to None, Fibrin and Platelets 
went from Extremely Severe to Very Little, Spic-
ules and Protein Crystals went from Severe to 
Very Little and the White Blood Cells doubled 
and tripled in size and activity. The most notable 
feelings felt after the sessions was comfortable, 
calm and relaxed. Journal entries noted an over-
all improvement in energy and endurance levels, 
balance and strength and steadier walking. 

Water can be treated in many ways. But does 
the treatment produce a measurable effect in the 
water? Indeed! Different bottled waters have dis-
tinct measurable properties when measured by 
the vector network analyzer. We also show that 
water treatments by different magnet arrange-
ment measure differently. We treat water with 3 
different arrangements. In each case, water is put 
in the center of a ring magnet which is magne-

Measuring 
Magnetically 
Treated Water

Robert M. Haralick 

tized differently. The configurations tested are:
1) Axial Polarization: The top surface is the North 

pole and the bottom surface is the South pole. 
2) Radial Polarization: The inside circumference 

of the ring magnet is the North pole... the outside 
circumference of the magnet is the South pole. 

3) Circumferential Polarization: The magnetic 
field is entirely contained within the ring magnet. 
Water placed in the center of the ring is only ex-
posed to the vector potential field of magnetization 
which  is known to change the spin on electrons. 

We also measure the vitality of the treated water 
by a radionics instrument and are able to differ-
entiate the vitality of the different treated waters. 
The vitality relates to the healthiness of the wa-
ter. We concentrate on measuring two kinds of 
water: one from the Boyce Water Smacker and 
one from the Wiseman Aquacure water. 

 It’s Effects on the 
Body, Mind & Spirit

Mathematical 
Algorithms 

Used For Healing
Dr Kathy J. Forti 

Trinfinity8

Science recognizes that math is the language of 
the universe. Its divine proportions can be found 
in all of nature. The Trinfinity8 technology was 
developed to harness nature’s algorithmic codes 
to bring about a more effective way to give in-
formation directly to the cellular structure of the 
body.  Even such substances as Vitamin C can be 
transmitted without actually having to ingest the 
substance. The end result is a tool which brings 
about faster more positive change. 

Trinfinity8 incorporates the ancient sciences of 
solfeggio sound, fractals, sacred geometry and 
the use of lab grown crystals to amplify and 
transmit coded information to the body. Indepen-
dent lab testing shows this technology to have a 
significant effect on not only repairing DNA, but 
rejuvenation and slowing the aging process. A ra-
dionics form of transmission can also be used for 
long distance transformational work.  
All aspects of this unique technology and its 
application will be discussed by Trinfinity8 in-
ventor. Discovering how the ancient sciences of 
sound, fractals, crystals, and intent can be used to 
harness incredible healing and spiritual growth 
inevitably leads to a significantly greater under-
standing of how mankind’s ancient past is directly 
linked to one’s awakening consciousness.   

Teresa Helgeson, CHt RMT

Comparison of  Different 
Magnet Configurations
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Friday  Aug 10• Session 6 (Aft) • ExtraOrdinary Electrostatics

 Russell Anderson

Harnessing 
Zero Point 

Energy

There has been much written about Townsend 
Brown’s US Patent #2,949,550 regarding his 
electrokinetic apparatus. Although this design 
demonstrated the electrogravitics effect, he said 
this design was inferior to previous and later air-
foils. The design of his later airfoils more prob-
ably looked like the design in his later patent 
#3,022,430. While working on his electrokinetic 
engine during his Project Winterhaven experi-

ments, there was a parallel research project in 
a search for the best way to power his engine 
in flight. Brown knew that a heavy transformer 
type HV power supply would be too heavy and 
impractical for his aerospace vehicle. He knew 
that a jet engine turning a large generator would 
not work well either. The concept of a fan jet 
type of generator was the best solution for this 
problem. It will be this generator that I shall fo-
cus on in this lecture.
It was Brown’s research in the 1950’s that he 
made the greatest progress. This landed Brown 
two patents for his electrokinetic apparatus and 
his fan jet high voltage generator associated with 
his aerospace discs. It has been sixty years since 
this generator was built and tested by Brown. 
This patent was followed by a 1965 patent for 
generating electricity more efficiently . 

TT Brown’s 
Turbofan 

Electrostatic 
Generator

Strong nuclear force which holds atomic nuclei 
together is the strongest known force in Nature... 
gravitation is the weakest known force in Nature. 
Electrostatics in terms of field-strength is second 
only to the strong nuclear force and are exponen-
tially more powerful, than magnetic ones.
Electrostatic motors were built 100 years before 
electromagnetic ones. Professor Trump (MIT) 
showed that the electrostatic force is the most 
powerful in Nature, next to gravity or mag-
netism. Two conductive plates separated by a 
dielectric and charged to 300V per centimeter, 
have an attractive force between the plates of 
1/2000th of a pound, at 30,000V the force es-
calates exponentially to half a pound. At 3MVs, 
the force escalates to 5,700 pounds! Prof. Trump 
says “Force of this magnitude has more than a 
passing interest for Power Engineers”.
Electrostatic forces in a 1970s plastics factory  
resulted in the accidental creation of an impen-
etrable force field. Such a force field can be used 
to protect  workers in hazardous activities. I will 
show with working generators and devices how 
such force fields can be generated, and used for 
FTL propulsion, gravity-control, and to produce 
a force field that NOTHING can get through!

Advanced 
Technology For 

Land, Sea, 
& Aerospace

Electrostatics 

Modern physics shows us that we live in a sea 
of energy called Zero Point Energy (ZPE). An 
important concept in modern physics, it is the 
basis of transmitting force. ZPE can be mea-
sured in different ways. Hendrik Casimir devel-
oped a setup consisting of only two metal plates 
that create a difference in ZPE. This Casimir ef-
fect leads to a measurable force. This Casimir 
force has been used by physicists to study the 
nature of ZPE with micro and nano machines. 
Ludwig’s published experiments on the Casimir 
effect and on his ZPE sensor used an Atomic 
Force Microscope and quartz tuning forks.
The use of this sea of energy can be the founda-
tion for new energy technologies. The ZPE and 
the Quantum field theory will be introduced in 
an understandable way with the current line of 
experiments, using the Casimir effect. A new 
configuration, special structured surfaces and 
unique topography will be presented that could 
be the solution for energy and propulsion needs 
of the future. This concept can open interest-
ing new ways to tap the Zero Point Energy. It is 
also time for an update on European free energy 
research. An overview of amazing new energy 
technologies from Europe will be presented.

Dr. Thorsten Ludwig 
A European Persective

Larry Deavenport 
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Saturday  Aug 11  • Session 8 (Morn) •  Tesla’s ExtraOrdinary Concepts

Tesla’s Wardenclyffe Tower and his dream of 
worldwide wireless energy were destroyed in 
1917 by J. P. Morgan, and the powerful titans of 
American industry shunned his work for the next 
25 years.  Free energy, tapped from the aether 
that surrounds us, would have shattered their 
profits.  Recently, a new technology emulating 
the Wardenclyffe system has resurrected the 
hope of worldwide wireless power.

Suzanne Price

 Tesla and  
NanoCrystal 

Electricity 
Technology

Donald Reed

There are numerous stories about Nikola Te-
sla’s fabled electric powered Pierce-Arrow car. 
If the stories are factual, then sound engineer-
ing should be able to reproduce it. In the past, 
it was demonstrated that a working demo model 
could be reverse engineered and built from those 
stories. The demo from the first presentation 
ran with a system “Q” factor of about 1.6.  This 
was enough to show proof of concept, but did 

not run very efficiently (self resonance).  These 
efforts have added a lot of credibility to those 
stories.  This presentation documents continuing 
efforts to try and improve the electrical system’s 
efficiency (“Q”) with the ultimate goal of  “self 
resonance”.   
For the second demo I have worked on improv-
ing the system’s “Q” factor.  If this second demo 
model works as planned then the next step is to 
increase the chopped frequency and run off a 
60Hz beat to allow for less “iron’ in the systems 
inductors and transformers.  After that it’s only 
necessary to scale up the system for any required 
horsepower load!  My initial research for the first 
presentation indicated that Tesla ran the 80Hp 
motor from a car battery (12Vdc @ 10Adc)...  
plus a LOT of HV resonance – Aether Power? 

Nikola Tesla’s 
Electric Car 

Power Supply
 --- 2018 ---

Michael Gamble

One hundred years later Tesla’s dream could be 
coming to fruition with an ironic twist by the 
breakthrough introduction of NanoCrystal Elec-
tricity technology and an FCC-approved receiver 
device.  Inspired by Wardenclyffe, NCE creators 
claim it’s a revolutionary method of dynamic 
charging based on the new technology and radio 
waves that can provide power anywhere and ev-
erywhere. Famous physicist, Stephen Hawking, 
in response to the new technology reportedly 
said, “It’s about to change your life.”
This presentation explores NanoCrystal Electric-
ity technology, how it works, how it supports an 
understanding of energy, and how it parallels 
Tesla’s original Wardenclyffe vision. NCE tech-
nology promises to enhance the development of 
many other TeslaTech research projects.

Scalar 
Electrodynamics

This presentation introduces a wide range of re-
cent empirical evidence and theoretical consider-
ations for the viability of the scalar wave concept 
which challenges the science of electrodynam-
ics. Scalar wave technology  is a  harbinger of 
future possible paradigm revolutions. Central to 
this investigation will be an examination of the 
recent patent US 9,306,527 granted to physicist 
Lee Hively in 2016. 

Hively’s More Complete Electromagnetic (MCE) 
theory, demonstrates how the novel concept of 
“gradient-driven” electrical current provides the 
missing element in standard Maxwellian electro-
dynamics. It will provide a basis for consistent 
understanding of this discipline. Hively’s most 
recent 2017 trilogy of follow-up papers will also 
be examined to underscore these basic ideas. 
Empirical evidence includes recent Russian ex-
periments during the 2007 solar eclipse (it may 
be the first confirmed astrophysical signature of 
solar electroscalar radiation). Moreover, most 
dramatically, public domain information will be 
introduced showing that a possible industrial-
scale application of scalar wave technology 
might soon be put into place, making the cov-
eted dream of wireless power a reality.           

Patents, Experiments, 
and Research
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Saturday  Aug 11• Session 9 (Aft) •  Quantum Technology

Glen Rein, PhD

Quantum Information 
Storage In Water

Quantum information as qbits has some exotic 
properties in addition to its current use in quan-
tum computers. When quantum information is 
expressed in an aqueous environment, we must 
consider the quantum behavior of water itself. 
One such behavior is the ability of water to clus-
ter around an electrically charged particle (ions, 
minerals and nutrients dissolved in the water). 
Semi-stable configurations exist for tetrahedral, 
pentagonal and hexagonal clusters, as demon-
strated by NMR spectroscopy. These structures 
are held together by intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds exhibiting certain types of quantum be-
havior like quantum tunneling, quantum nuclear 
effects, quantum coherence and  zero-point mo-
tion. Quantum domains in water which can store 
quantum information have been proposed. This 
theory describes the effects of longitudinal and 
scalar waves on water. 
Original experimental data presented compare  
different methods of generating longitudinal 
waves to influence the electrical conductivity of 
water. These results support the new emerging 
field of informational pharmacology using water 
as a carrier of quantum information.

William Alek BSEE

Quantum Tunneling 
in Electric Circuits

Not all of the new and exciting technologies make 
it on stage. Often, some of the best technologies 
are in the expo area. As a feature, we allow the 
vendors an opportunity to give a 5-10 minute 
presentation on the products that they brought to 
the conference.  This activity is restricted to the 
vendors who are not speaking at the conference. 

Friday-Saturday
Aug 10 –– Aug 11

CONCURRENT CONFERENCE 

Attendees of the TeslaTech Conference 
can attend the COFE10 lectures FREE.  

Vendor ShowcaseVendor Showcase

COFE traditionally fulfills the mission statement of 
Integrity Research Institute to “research scientific 
integrity in the areas of energy, propulsion, and 
bioenergetics” so original papers on those vital 
topics are invited. 
The COFE10 speaker schedule will be posted 
at the conference, A written proceedings of the 
conference will be available for purchase. DVDs 
will be available at the site.

10

Quantum Tunneling is described as a quantum 
mechanical phenomenon where electron flow is 
“tunneling through a barrier,” which classically 
it could not surmount. A simpler and more accu-
rately interpreted version of “tunneling through a 
barrier” is an electron current flow acted upon by 
a negative work function or a torsion field. The 
source of this negative work function or torsion 
field is the Dirac Sea of Negative Energy.
An electron is described as a dynamo with angular 
momentum or spin. This spin has a mass-energy 
relationship which can have positive energy and 
positive mass, or negative energy and negative 
mass. To produce the negative energy and nega-
tive mass of an electron requires a force or torque  
(torsion) applied at right angles to the spin of 
the same electron. This causes the angular mo-
mentum of the electron to “curl” into the Dirac 
Sea of Negative Energy, and thus, the angular 
momentum becomes a COMPLEX number. As 
torsion increases, the REAL portion of the spin 
vanishes leaving a dominant IMAGINARY an-
gular momentum, which is negative energy when 
calculated. By definition, this is the Torsion Field 
Effect which can be transformed into a current!
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James Sorenson

Sunday  Aug 12• Session 11 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges

Avery Hopkins

Current science has no theory for the structure 
of the nucleus of an atom.  The belief is that the 
nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons but 
they aren’t organized in any manner... the cha-
otic blob model of the atom.  Conversely, the 
Structured Atom Model (SAM) states the nucle-
us is highly structured and stable.  The nucleons 
(protons and neutrons) that make up the nucleus 
are organized in a highly predictable and stable 
structure. This structure is responsible for shape/
layout of the periodic table.
In 2006 Edo Kaal set out to define a new atom-
ic model. He started playing with marbles and 
observed the structures they made.  By taping 
and gluing them together he created cylinders, 
spheres, cubes, etc.  Imagining a central drawing 
force pulling the marbles to a common center, he 
came to the realization that in order to be stable 
the marbles had to be densely packed.  
SAM will change our understanding of chem-
istry and physics.  It gives us the ability to ex-
plain things we couldn’t before. One of the most 
exciting aspects is it explains how the elements 
are created.  Prevailing science believes the ele-
ments are created in high energy events such as 
a supernova. SAM is a structural theory, it does 
not require a degree in advanced mathematics to 
understand.  

Through the contribution of over 60 innovative 
thinkers, scientists, and artists a compelling tap-
estry that threads leading edge science with an-
cient wisdom is unveiled. Within this weave you 
will see all branches of science and wisdom of  
sages leading to an understanding of the elemen-
tal forces behind creation: water, fire, air, earth/
liquids, plasma, gas, solids. Further examination 
reveals the Weaver’s golden thread and its for-
mula that flowers Life from atoms to galaxies — 
micro to macro, space to earth.
The “law of triangle” in its many forms from 
magnetic currents, the structure of elements, 
platonic solids and fractals, to the distribution 
of particles will be illustrated. Though the lens 
of the telescope, microscope and Cymascope we 
will see rarely seen images of water, atoms and 
sound. Via a super computer you will see points 
of light and how life is formulated from a har-
monic grid. Also you also  explore the notion of 
evolution through harmonics and vibration. This 
takes us down the rabbit hole to our cosmic con-
nection and our holographic universe. 
By unraveling these mysteries, you will appreci-
ate that we all come from the same Weave, the 
same Force. This is the common thread that ties 
us together in the endless extraordinary diversity 
of the Creator’s Web.

If you could distill down infinity, you would 
certainly get an Oil. This is alchemical law. But, 
more than that, this is the alchemical practice. 
It is possible to render the impossible tangible 
through the understanding of nature and al-
chemical theory. And, it is alchemy alone that 
holds the ability to extract an oil from a metal. 
Oils were understood to be the physical mani-
festation of a materials essential source. The 

Metallic 
Alchemy 

& the 
Oil of Gold

Karen Elkins

The Kaal
Structured 
Atom Model 

soul or consciousness of the material in ques-
tion - the life-giving force woven from the cre-
ator of all. By capturing souls and spirits and 
saving them away in flasks and vials, alche-
mists of the past carved out a way by which a 
man could live forever. 
It might sound hypothetical, phenomenal, or 
downright absurd. But, in all honesty, there is no 
mystery here. Alchemy is the most documented 
science, art, and philosophy of our shared past. 
It is the soil from which all spiritual paths and 
medicinal practices grow. By exploring an an-
cient science through our modern lens, metallic 
alchemy has risen once again to coax humanity 
to higher potentials. Come learn from a prac-
ticing alchemist how Metallic alchemy works, 
how Metallic Oils are extracted, and applied for 
growth, healing, and technological advance. 

 The Law 
of the 

Triangles
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Get  ALL Three for your Library TODAY!

US Bureau of Naval 
Personnel 

 Basic Electricity 

Originally a training course, its 
the best nontechnical coverage 
on electricity. Topics include 
batteries, circuits, conductors, 
AC and DC, inductance and 
capacitance, generators, motors, transformers, 
amplifiers, etc. Many questions with answers. 
390001- Basic Electricity ................... 15.95

This clear, well-illustrated intro-
duction to electronic equipment 
covers the safe use of electronic 
devices and basic test equip-
ment, plus numerous essential 

topics: electron tubes, semiconductors, electronic 
power supplies, tuned circuits, an introduction to 
amplifiers, receivers, ranging and navigation sys-
tems, an introduction to computers, antennas, AM/
FM, and much more. 560 illustrations.
390002- Basic Electronics .............. 18.95

Teaches names, general uses, 
and correct operation of all basic 
hand and power tools, fasteners, 
and measuring devices you are likely to need. Also, 
grinding, metal cutting, soldering and more.
390003-Tools and Their Uses...10.95

Basic Electronics
US Bureau of Naval 
Personnel 

Tools...
          and Their Uses
US Bureau  of Naval 
Personnel 

Great Reference Books for
    Advanced & Basic Researchers!

ExtraOrdinary Books for 
  ExtraOrdinary Researchers!

by  Moray B. King

More titles located at:  www.teslatech.info

This book may contain the uni-
fying theory of physics. What is 
the Unifying Theory? It is an idea 
that will show the relationship between all ener-
gies and matter. That’s exactly what this book 
does, starting by classifying the basic character-
istics of energy and matter. 
Building on these ideas, new models of the ele-
ments are introduced. We will show new ways 
of chemical bonding with new molecules in-
troduced. These ideas leads to heat and cold 
causes. Gravity is introduced as a completely 
new concept. Gravity is far easier to understand 
than you can imagine. This theory will introduce 
new concepts of sound, light, electricity and 
magnetism. All of this is tied together to give you 
a picture of how the universe really works. The 
simplicity of this theory will amaze you. (372pp)
400010-Particle Mechanics ........................ 24.95

––– Dannell Roberts –––
Theory of Energy States
Particle   Mechanics

Shipping /Handling Rates
1st Item: $8-US; $12-Can/Mex; $18-Other
Each Add’l Item: $2-US; $4-Can/Mex; $7-Other

Cars and generators, that seem to run on water? 
Sounds impossible! Yet inventors some times 
stumble across huge energetic phenomena, 
which they unwittingly attribute to hydrogen as 
they explore water electrolyzers, Brown’s gas, 
HHO and hydroxy. This book culminates ten 
years of research and discloses a surprising new 
explanation... In an engine’s combustion cham-
ber water nanobubbles or fog particles convert 
to microscopic ball lightning when subjected to 
a wide plasma abrupt electric discharge. For a 
few milliseconds thousands of tiny plasmoids 
manifest a huge anomalous force on the piston. 
The plasmoids self-accelerate due to their co-
herence with the quantum vacuum’s zero point 
energy. The behavior mimics a thunderclap. 
Herein offers a path for inventors: Just create 
the conditions of a thundercloud in an engine’s 
combustion chambers!. 
450004:  Water: Key to New Energy ........ $16.95 

Cavitating Electrolyzers & 
Zero-Point Energy 

Water: 
The Key to New Energy

ORDER TODAY
(520) 463-1994
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 Name:

 Address:

 City:     State:   Zip:

 Country:    Phone:

 E-Mail:

Conference  PreRegistration Rates
 Type Attendee Rate # Att Cost
 Member/Nonmember $ 399.95
 Spouse $ 349.95 
 Students $ 299.95
 Teens (19 and under) FREE
 Wed Workshop $ 49.95

Exp:Acct #:

Conference Notes:
• Video Recordings.  DVDs will 

be available during and after the 
conference.  Private taping is not 
allowed. Conference fees do not 
include DVDs. 

•	Family Discounts.  Spouse 
rates  available  to  immediate fam-
ily accompanied by members. 

•	 Individual Sessions. Indi-
vidual session rates are available 
at the door on a space available 
basis only.

• Hotel: Crowne Plaza... includes 
free breakfast, free internet, and a 
free drink. This IS the best price/
service combination possible and 
convenient..  

 Make your reservations early 
at TeslaTech's  special group rate 
starting at $74 per nite. 

• Refund Policy.  Exchange 
only.. no cash refunds. Service 
fee of $25 on all refunds. Refund 
credit for goods/services offered 
by TeslaTech only.

 Cancellations after Jul 31, 2018 & 
“No Shows” are non-refundable 

Total:
— Discount:

TT  Membership:

Subtotal:

Total:

Conference Fees:

$35.00--US  •  $40.00--Can/Mex  •  $60.00 --Elsewhere    

Send check/money order  in 
United States funds  to:
TeslaTech, LLC
850 Fairview Drive

Henderson, NV 89015

TeslaTech Membership Rates
Discounts do not apply to Membership Rates!

List spouse/student/additional attendees:

  

Or CALL 
(520) 463-1994 with your  MASTERCARD, or VISA order!

Albuquerque, NM •  August 8 - 12

Door  subject to
 space availability!

• Tesla Technology 
• Tesla Coils 
• High Energy Physics
• Scalar Technology  
• Alternative Energy 
• Fuel Saving Products 
• Alternative Medicine
• New Health Products
• Extreme Physics 

Nikola Tesla  set the stage for unparalleled technological advances in the 
20th Century and the new millennium. In the tradition of Tesla, many of 
our researchers will be presenting  new concepts that go against the status 
quo.  Speaking slots are limited with priority going to those who have  
WORKING HARDWARE!  We challenge you to come and see many 
of these advanced concepts demonstrated at this conference.... many of 
them are so unbelievable, you have to see them for yourself!!! 
Get	inside	technical	information	you	won’t	find	on	the	internet!

ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference

TeslaTech Member 
Register Discounts
•30% - before Apr 30
•25% - before May 31
•20% - before Jun 30 
•15% - before Jul 31

CVC:

Register by Jun 30, 2018 for 20% Discount on Registration!

2018
Information so HOT... it NEEDS to be Suppressed! 

Conference Early PreRegistration Form
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